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The information in this handbook is additional information for Transition families. All
parents are asked to also read the 2018 Durack School Parent Handbook which
includes school policies and procedures that also apply to Transition families and
students.
Welcome to Transition! The following information provides an explanation of school
programs, expectations and routines that your child will be part of here at Durack School.
Transition teachers use the Australian Curriculum to plan and program, which is
underpinned by the Early Years Learning Framework.

Literacy programs in Transition
Acquisition of Motor, Visual and Oral Language Skills
Transition classes participate in Readiness for Learning and Sensory Motor each week.
These programs develop gross and fine motor skills, oral language, and perceptual motor and
visual skills.
Readiness for Learning requires parent support to operate effectively. The sessions are
undertaken first thing in the morning, with classes rostered on specific days. If you are able
to help, please talk to one of the Transition teachers.
PATTER (Parents and Teachers Targeting Every Reader)
PATTER is a commitment by parents and teachers working together to ensure ALL students
in Transition read aloud and are listened to by an adult every day. For PATTER to be really
successful, each classroom requires at least four or five parents along with the teacher, to
listen to four or five children read, and note book returns and borrowings. All help is greatly
appreciated; even one morning a week is beneficial to all. Toddlers and babies are welcome
to accompany parents during PATTER but must not disrupt the students or the PATTER
program.

Reading and Writing in the Early Years
Jolly Phonics is a fun phonics program used in Transition that begins with the introduction
of the essential 42 sounds that provide the foundations for fluent reading. Each sound has
its own action and song which keeps children actively involved in learning. See Appendix 1
for actions. The actions play an important role as a prompt for when they are unsure of the
sound. Each lesson is taught using the 5 basic skills children need to master in order to
become proficient readers and writers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learning the Letter Sounds
Learning Letter Formation
Blending
Identifying Sounds in Words
Learning Tricky Words – 72 frequently used words that cannot be phonetically sounded
out but are essential for making meaning from text.

Reading Together is an important way for children to make the link from spoken words to
written words. Reading with your child will support this. When your child reads to you, allow
time for working out words and ask questions to see if he or she understands what they have
read.

If your child is trying to read a long or difficult word, give them time and ask questions like
these:
 Look at the picture, what can you see that might start with that letter?
 Look at the picture, what word makes sense?
 What letter does it start with? What sound does the letter make?
 What letter does it end with?
It’s also important for you to show your child how you read every day for different purposes,
for example: recipes, greeting cards, calendars, shopping lists, food labels, instructions,
maps, newspapers, emails, signs, and websites.
Book talk is an important part of reading. Chat about the book before, during and after
reading and really encourage your child to talk about their ideas and ask questions about the
book.
Here are some questions you can ask at different times before, during and after reading the
book:
 What would you like to read about?
 Would you like to choose a book you know?
 Look at the cover – what do you think this book is about?
 What is happening in the pictures?
 How could we work out these tricky words?
 What do you think is going to happen next?
 What was your favourite part of the book?
 Who was your favourite character in the story? Why did you like that character?
 If you could change the ending of this book, what would it be?
 Write down what your child is telling you about an experience and then read it back
together.
 Draw pictures about the scenes or characters.
 Explore words using a dictionary.
 Talk about what authors and illustrators do.
 Point out important things about a book – for example, the front cover, the spine, the
contents page, or the title.
Learning to write begins with scribble and drawings. This is an important first step and
should be encouraged. Support your child to read their writing aloud. Use your child’s
experiences to create links between talking, writing and reading. Here are some steps to
follow:
 Ask your child to talk about an experience or something that interests them.
 Ask your child what part of the conversation they would like you to write.
 As your child is talking, write down their ideas. Use their language.
 Ask your child to read back the writing.
 Your child may want to draw a picture or create something to match the writing.
 Later as reading/writing skills develop the child will be able to write their own stories,
using inventive spelling (phonetic spelling eg saw = sor, wet = went, pate = party,
becoz = because) which is more recognisable
See appendix 4 for examples of writing stages.
The Magic Caterpillar ™ is a handwriting program used in Transition that supports Jolly
Phonics. It is a fictional story of a caterpillar, who on her journey meets other characters and
objects that contain the shapes that are used to form letters. Using these illustrations and
pictures as visual cues for the language labels, the basic shapes are used to form all the
letters of the alphabet. See visual cues in Appendix 2.

Schools in the NT use Victorian Modern Cursive Script, (Appendix 3) to teach handwriting.
Children and parents are encouraged to use this script when writing at home to ensure
consistency between school and home. The use of lower case letters, except for when
starting a title or persons name, is to be encouraged at all times as children will be expected
to do this at school.
All children need to feel that there is a purpose for reading and writing. They need to have
confidence in their ability to succeed. Parents and teachers working together with children can
make sure that this occurs.

Numeracy programs in Transition
Durack School uses Meaningful Maths in a whole school approach to learning mathematics.
This program uses NZ Maths resources which have been converted to the Australian
Curriculum and focuses on building strategies to problem solve along with developing
mathematical knowledge, ie; number facts, times tables.
This is achieved by;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children being taught in smaller groups
Placing a greater emphasis on developing mental strategies
Encouraging discussion when problem solving
Questioning children to encourage thinking
Children recording their math’s in a variety of ways
Cutting back on the use of text books
Teachers and children using a variety of hands on equipment

Mathematics in the Home
Your home is full of opportunities to explore maths with your child and, at the same time,
build his or her self-confidence and understanding of mathematical ideas. You and your child
can talk about mathematical concepts and discover the relationships between numbers
through everyday activities such as cooking, environmental numbers, shopping, playing
games, counting songs. Being able to describe mathematical patterns and relationships,
such as those between "addition and subtraction" or "odd and even numbers," are important
concepts for your child to learn.
The following NZ Maths link will provide you with ideas to support your child at home.
https://nzmaths.co.nz/maths-our-house

School Times
Punctuality is expected of all students. Teaching and Learning in classrooms begins at
8.10am. At Durack School, music plays for 5 minutes over the loud speaker before the bell
and is the signal for students that class is about to commence. Any child arriving after
8.20am is recorded as late on the roll in accordance with the NT Department of Education
regulations. It is recommended that a parent stay with their Transition student until they have
entered the classroom for the first few weeks of Term 1, as students can become disoriented
in the larger school.
Students who arrive late to class may miss an important part of the day, such as explicit
instructions, or moving to another location in the school for a specialist lesson. This can be
disorienting for students and affects their learning if late arrival occurs frequently.
The school day ends for students at 2:30pm. Parents collecting students are asked to wait
outside classrooms until the children are dismissed. If you are not collecting children from

the classroom please ensure that your child knows where you will be waiting for them or how
to go about getting home. Due to safety reasons, Transition students need to be collected
from the classroom by a nominated adult during Term 1.

Eating at School
Each classroom has a fridge in which named lunchboxes may be kept. These fridges need
to accommodate many boxes therefore large insulated bags are not recommended or
necessary. When your child first starts school it may be helpful to discuss the items to be
eaten for recess and those for lunch, to ensure the entire contents are not devoured at
recess time. It is also a good idea to practise opening containers and packets that may be
included in lunchboxes.

Play Times
After children have eaten their meal at recess and lunchtime, they are free to play in the
playground. The A Block play equipment and sand pit are for use by Transition to Year 2
students only. Transition students are not to play in the other areas of the school until the
second half of the year.

Drinking Water
The school actively encourages students to drink plenty of plain water while at school.
Students must bring a labelled water bottle into the classroom which they will use during
lesson time and help them to stay hydrated.

Footwear
Children must wear suitable enclosed footwear to school at all times. Slip on shoes of any
kind, including backless runners and crocs, are not acceptable. Runners with Velcro fasteners
are the best in Transition unless your child can tie their own shoelaces. There are a number
of times throughout the week when students will remove their shoes for different activities, so
please practise at home to ensure they are able to take off and put on their own shoes.

Further Information
Further information about Durack School can be found in our Durack School Parent
Handbook and on our school website at http://durackschool.nt.edu.au
If you have any further enquiries, please contact the school by phone or email. Teachers can
be emailed directly at firstname.lastname@ntschools.net .
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